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COTTAGE 
CHARM
The hills of Chattanooga as its 

backdrop, a quaint cottage lives 
large in the 2021 CLOUDLAND 

STATION SHOWCOTTAGE 
Written by JENNIFER BOLES
Photographed by JEFF HERR

Produced by LAUREN IVERSON
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C LO U D L A N D
STAT I O N

RUSTIC 
TOUCH
LIVING ROOM
CHRISTY DILLARD KRATZER,
CDK INTERIOR DESIGN

WINDOWS Windsor Windows & Doors HANGING LANTERN 
Circa Lighting WALL COLOR Sherwin-Williams Black Fox 
LOUNGE CHAIRS, VINTAGE RUG, SOFA, IRON AND 
MARBLE SIDE TABLE, IRON FLOOR LAMP and POTTERY 
URNS UpCountry Home WOVEN COFFEE TABLE, TRAYS 
and PORCELAIN SIDE TABLE Made Goods FIREPLACE AND 
LANDSCAPE ARTWORK Coleman Mills of Harrison Design

At !rst glance, the living room’s wood-
paneled walls might imply the kind of 
traditional mountain decor that sometimes 
goes with it, but the stylish mix of furnish-
ings seen here quickly dispels that notion. 
Unique for this house, designer Christy 
Dillard Kratzer opted for a deep brown wall 
color, Sherwin-Williams Black Fox, a cozy 
choice which also gives the modestly sized 
space an even greater sense of intimacy. At 
the same time, the room’s high ceiling, nu-
merous windows and open "oor plan cre-
ate “a wonderful lofty feeling,” says Dillard 
Kratzer. Because the living room is open to 
the adjacent kitchen, the designer connect-
ed both spaces, and the outdoors as well, by 
working with an earthy color palette accent-
ed with green. Texture, most notably in the 
form of a pair of wood and metal armchairs 
covered in hair on hide and a woven coffee 
table, brings added warmth to a space al-
ready swathed in it, courtesy of the inviting 
stone !replace.
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C LO U D L A N D
STAT I O N

PAST MEETS PRESENT
KITCHEN  CHRISTY DILLARD KRATZER, CDK INTERIOR DESIGN

CABINETRY Dove Studio Kitchen & Bath APPLIANCES AllSouth Appliance Group, Inc. COUNTERTOPS Dekton by 
Cosentino fabricated by Creative Stone BACKSPLASH, SINK, FAUCETRY and FLOORING Ciot HANGING LIGHTS 
OVER SINK AND TABLE Circa Lighting WALL COLOR Benjamin Moore White Dove ANTIQUE GATE LEG TABLE 
Holland MacRae DISHES and CONTAINERS Made Goods

Reminiscent of a traditional farmhouse or a European cottage kitchen, the heart of 
this home is appointed in an array of old-world !nishes that have been modernized for 
today’s tastes and lifestyles. Open shelving alludes to the past, as do the wide-plank Eu-
ropean oak "ooring and tongue-and-groove paneling. For contrast to the Shaker-style 
cabinetry, painted a fresh shade of jade green, designer Christy Dillard Kratzer intro-
duced contemporary-looking dark countertops and a dark gray farmhouse sink. One of 
the room’s most unique design elements is the backsplash behind the range—inspired 
by a star-pattern quilt, the designer replicated the motif using black, gray and white ce-
ment tiles. “The pattern is a nod to a country appeal, while also feeling modern because 
of the color combination.” The kitchen may be small, but don’t let its size fool you. The 
antique gate-leg dining table can easily seat up to six people without encroaching on 
the cook’s prep space.
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